
Chuvash folksongszyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Songs relating to the life and customs of the Chuvash people

As with the Cheremis, the short lyrical song is the characteristic genre of Chuvash folk-

poetry. There are, however, Chuvash seholars who state that the great .peasant-movements

of the seventeenth century were associated with the production of historicai epic also, but

that these became extmct as a result of reprisals on the part of state authorities. (M . .si.gfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

CHPOTKHH, qyBarncKHH cpOJIbKJIOp.qe60KCapbI. 1965. CTp. 9l.)

Certain songs survive that tell of Chuvash peasants migrating towards the East, of the

death ofPugachov, of the Napoleonic war of 1812, and of the Russo-Turkish war of 1877

(efwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAibid., pp. 92-99). Nevertheless, such songs must have been isolated phenomena in the

past, as they are in the present. Colleeting has been undertaken by H. PAASONENand

MÉsZÁRos in those Chuvash regions where pagan beliefs remain intact, and it might be

expected that they would have met there with an epic tradition, or at least with traces

thereof Neighbouring peoples, Russian, Mordvinian, and Tatar, possess considerable

amounts of epic poetry. Why should similar traditions have perished among Chuvash living
under identical conditions? It seems to be more plausible to suppose that what little they
havehas been borrowed from the Russians or the Tatars.

One of the songs in the present collection speaks of Chuvash emigrants (No. 240), and
a fragment makes mention of the Russo- Turkish war (No. 203). .

As with epic songs, the ballad-genre is also missing in Chuvash folklore. In the cate-
gary of Iyrical songs, we found no traces either of cradle songs or of children' s songs.
Oldercollections, however, include specimens of the latter.

The Iyrical songs ca» be divided into two classes that embrace (with scarcely any ex-
eeptions) the entire field of the genre: 1. songs performed on festive days; 2. tha se con-
nectedwith family events, customs, and tradition.

Frequently enough, the words of a song do not refer to a particular feast; only the
singerreveals the implicit connection.

1. Festive songs

Following the winter soIstice, the first feast was that of suryur i 'Iamb's foot' (ef Cher.
sorakjol 'Christmas', that is, lamb's foot), which has merged with the Christmas of the
Christians. At surxur i-tide youths and children roamed the village, singing from house to
house,wishing a rich harvest and abundance of livestock to the husbands, who in tum of-
fered them roasted peas and (in the Eastern region) cakes and money. The young would
throw peas into the air, starnping, and dancing and saying: May you have as many sheep as
peas;may you be as tough as roasted peas'I

In: Chuva sh Folksongs. Viká r Lá szló tá r sszerzövei (Transl.: Imre Gombos.) Bp. 1979. Akadémia i,

579 p. Bibliogr . 577-579. p.
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Originally the event of suryur i included the celebration of the New Year as weil, and it
was only later that the two feasts becarne separated, owing to the spread of Christianity.
On New Year's day, girls and youths assembled in the spinning-house where theyarnused
themselves by singing, solving riddles, and tell ing fortunes. New Year customs were prae-

ticed on. Twelfth Night also. The present volume contains only two songs connected with
the se feasts (Nos 13, 129), the first having no explicit reference to a feast.

The winter cycle of feasts was followed by a period of fast, lasting for a fortnight and
called sava rni 'butter week' (ef. Cher.hgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAű ja rna , üa rna ; u j. ü 'butter'; am a, am a 'week').

In that period, the chiefpastime of the young people was sleighing. Youths went for sleigh-

rides with their sweethearts or girl-acquaintances, the horses being hamessed to properly
decorated sledges. Merry-makers ran either in groups, or in the form of a elosed circle. A
wheel fixed to a pole was bumt in a field. The elosed circle, as weil as the buming wheel,
must have functioned as symbols of the Sun.

Sleighing during this fasting period was customary up to recent tim es, and memories

of it are still alive, as shown by survival of some twenty-five songs, habitually performed

on fast days.
The spring feast, lasting about a week, was called msn kun 'great day' and celebrated

in comm emorati on of the departed; another aim was to keep away evil spirits and diseases.
Gradually the mén kun merged into the Christians' Easter (ef Cher. kuyeée 'Easter', kuyu

'great' - keée 'day'). In this volume, there is but one single song connected with the 'great
day' (No. 172). One of the days within the mén kun cycle was the ka /am kun 'AlI Souls'

day, when the living carried mash, eggs, beer, and so on, to the graves of departed rela-
tives, inviting their souls to the feast. The fifth day of the feast, called seren or serem, was
occupied with expelling evil spirits, and chasing away diseases. This sarne feast is also to
be found arnong the Cheremis, who call it sü rem ; with them, it is celebrated somewhat
later than among Chuvash. The Cheremis this time blow atrumpet, call ed sürempuc, un-
doubtedly with the aim of keep ing away evil spirits. The festive song connected with sűrem

is still extant arnong the Cheremis (ef. VIKÁR and BERECZKI, No. 215).
The feasts that follow m sn kun are directly linked with work performed in the fields.

After ploughing and sowing, the feast of aka tuj 'plough wedding' was held; later there

carne the uj jűk 'field sacrifice', which at a later date was combined with the simsk

'Whitsun' (Russian CeMl1K) feast. This volume includes a song performed on the occasion

of this feast (No. 8).
There was also a special feast, surxi ujav 'spring feast' celebrated by the young peo-

ple, who sang traditional songs and performed found-dance. Three such songs are included
in this volume (Nos 139, 163 and 21 J).

In connection with hay-making, harvesting, and threshing, and further with sacrificial
rites and prayers devoted to greet the new bread, a whole sequence of feasts were observed
in forrner times. Of these, that of hay-making still survives, though not in a religious forrn.
Old customs relating to hay-making are to be met with arnong both the Chuvash and the
Cheremis populations, mainly along the large rivers and in the extensive flood-areas. At

these feasts, the villagers, old and young, go to the fields to be mown, where the young
people dance and sing far into the night. Special songs, habituaIly performed atgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAhay-

making, are also present in our collection (Nos 244, 245, 342 and 343).
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2. Family events, customs, traditions

An old custom that survived almost up to OUf days was that of giving new-born infants
pagan names before baptizing them in church. Among themselves, the village people used
these pagan names together with the Christian name. No special songs were sung at the
name-giving ceremony, however.

More important was the role of songs at weddings. Since PAASONEN(MSFOu. XCIV.
1-70) has given a detailed description of old Chuvash wedding-ceremonies, we refer here
to certain episodes only.

As regards the church-wedding-ceremony proper, the Chuvash tended to slight the se
formalities in former tin.es. After the ceremony, the bride and the groom went home to
their parents, and the wedding proper followed a week after. The wedding-feast began si-
multaneously, but separately, in the homes of bride and groom. The men's wedding-feast
was held at the bridegroom's house, where male relatives and friends gathered together;
while the women's wedding-feast took place at the bride's, where female relatives and
friends were the participants.

The bridegroom's hair was cut by a female relative. Properly clothed by the women,
he was then shown into the room, where parents and aged relatives were holding their feast.
The parents blessed the bridegroom; and then, accompanied by the "big" bestmand and the
"littie" bestman, as weIl as by the wedding-precession, he walked about the village, visiting
relatives, with much singing and dancing. After this, on horse-back and in carts, ali went to
the bride's village. (Among the Chuvash, as among the Cheremis, exogamy prevailed; that
is, they did not marry mates from their own villages. In certain Cheremis regions, this
custom was alive as late as the fifties, although the original reason had long been forgot-
ten.)

The women's wedding-feast unfolded, by and large, in the same way. The bride was
dressed by a female relative, who put thewvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAtuxJa on her head, silver decorations on her neck
and breast, finally covering her with a veil. Holding the veil above her head, the bride then
began to sing her bridal-Iament. Sixteen songs of this type are included in the present vol-
ume. As regards content, some of these do not seem to belong to the type. Nevertheless,
most ofthem complain of separation, ofbeing taken to a strange place. Bridal-lamems and
otherwedding songs amount to about a fifth of this collection.

In old Chuvash villa.res, consanguinity had been of utmost social importance. Traces
of this can be detected up to the present time, as shown by this volume, where the largest
group of songs includes those connected with the invitation, reception, and praise of rela-
tives, their entertainment, and taking leave of them with words of farewell, and so on. In
any case, exogamy required that relatives assemble from time to time in most cases from
widely separated regions, sometimes with extreme difficulties of communication.

As in the case of wedding-feasts, so also in the case of burial, a number of ceremonies
were involved. In Chuvash pagan belief, Esrel, the spirit of death « ar. a zra tli selected
those, whom he wished to transfer to the nether world, where the deceased continues life as
before, eating and drinking, and even marrying as in their earthly lives. Not an departed
ones fare, so weIl in the nether world, however. Their further lot is determined not only by
conduct during worldly life, but also by the attention devoted by relatives to their welfare
during the burial ceremony and in subsequent commemoration. The most important im-
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plements of daily work used to be placed in the grave. Special songs pertained to the burial
ceremonies and to comrnemorative feasts. These can be classed into two groups: songs

sung in the name of the departed, and those sung by relatives and friends remembering the
dead. In the Cheremis regions, such songs persist with a greater tenacity. Among the Chu-
vash, however, we only succeeded in colleeting one (No. 157).

Soldiers' farewell songs, and farewell songs in general, are similar to songs connected
with family events, and in part belong to the same category. In the old Czarist army, sol-
diers had to serve for twenty-five years; the recruit therefore took leave, as if he were de-
parting for good. Conditions have changed radically in the course of time, but the tradi-
tionai songs survive to the present day. How alive the custom still is, is shown by some
thirty soldiers' farewell songs in this volume. We also had opportunity to see recruits
walking through the village, singing their farewell songs.

The word va ja (meaning 'game, dance, merry-making') refers to a kind of entertain-

ment practised by youths. The term corresponds to the RussiangfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAXOpOBO,U. Both the Chu-
vash and the Russian words denote group-singing, dance, and sports, with which young
people amused themselves, while walking round the village. A special place was appointed
as the site of va ja in each village.

The va ja is nearly extinct now, though memory of it lingers stil!. Eight songs in this

book are directly connected with this custom.
A particular group of songs were sung in the spinning-house. There were main ly per-

formed by girls. The related custom has passed into oblivion, however, and songs of this
class are not found in this volume.

There are, of course, numerous songs not linked with any particular occasion. Such

are, for example, love-songs, which in the Chuvash tradition are conspicuously reticent in
giving vent to personal feelings.

Finally, we may mention a further category not customarily regarded as a special
group: that of songs in which the singer speaks of his weary life. As regards personal feel-
ings, these are much more outspoken than are the love-songs. As an example, we cite here
No. 322.hgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

1 . B abb ling , babb ling , hey , the w a te r flo w s ,

A n d n o b o d y e s k s , h e y , h o w it flo w s .

M o m in g c o m e s , h e y , e v e n in g c o m e s ,

A n d n o b o d y a s k s , h e y , n o w y o u liv e .

2 . B e b b lin g , o e b b h n g , h e y , th e w a te r flo w s ,

F lo w in g . it tu rn s th e s to n e s .

T h in k in g a li k in d s o f th o u g h ts ,

M y h e a d is tu m in g ro u n d , fu ll o f c a re .

Representatives of this type of song are mostly to be found among the Mountain-Cheremis.

*

Work-songs are usually mentioned as a special group in Chuvash collections. These are
closely linked with some particular process: threshing, linen-softening, stake-driving,
weaving of sedge-bags, swingling (hemp-dressing) scutching of flax, and so on. Unfortu-
nately, not a single work-song is included in this volume, presumably, because these proc-
esses are no longer p racti sed.
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The Chuvash language

1. The origins of Chuvash, its development, dialects and literary usage

Chuvashbelongs to the Turkic family of languages, more narrowly to the Bulgar branchof
this family, of which it is the sole living representative. Although atypically Turkic lan-
guage, Chuvash differs mainly from the so-call ed z-Turkic languages in its phonetic fea-
tures. Ofthese, rotaeism is most conspicuous. For example: Chuvash pa r 'ice' - z-Turkic
huz; ura 'root' - z-Turkic a jaq. Another differing feature is lambdacism: Chuvash éul

'stone' - z-Turkic ta s; a la k 'door' - z-Turkic istk, esik; further, Chuvash s - z-TurkichgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAj,

for example, Chuvash sul 'year' - z-Turkic ja s; Chuvash s - z-Turkic é , for example,
Chuvashsa r 'anny' - z-Turkic étir ig.

(Rotacism in Chuvash has a dual origin. In the first example r derives from z, the same
phonetic property being also reflected in Turkic loanwords in Hungarian; in the second
example, r developed frc;u d , a comparatively recent phenomenon.)

The Finno-Ugrian languages of the Volga-Kama reg ion have played a considerable
rolein the development of Chuvash as it now is, since the Chuvash have assimilated Finno-
Ugrian ethnic groups to a significant extent, although the impa.ct of reciprocai influence
has been much more marked in the Finno-Ugrian Ianguages of the reg ion; and especially in
the Cheremis and Votyak vocabulary and syntax. For example, Cheremis includes some
fifteen hundred Chuvash lexical elements, while Cheremis etymologies in Chuvash do not
exceed one hundred and fifty. (In peripheral Cheremis we can demonstrate a further one
hundred and fifty loanwords, taken over from Chuvash; there are disregarded here, how-
ever, as regional phenomena.) As to Votyak, only a few dozen Chuvash etymologies are to
be recognized.

Much stronger has been the influence of Tatar, which has resulted in the adoption of
many hundred loanwords. The monographic study of these, however, is a task for the fu-

ture.
Nor has Russian rule, lasting for some four hundred years, ended without leaving

traces in Chuvash, although its influence in pre-revolutionary times was not particularly
strong. The flood of Russian words, and internationallexical elements mediated by Rus-
sian, did not start until after the Great October Revolution. This has influenced, in first
place, the terminology of politicaI and scientific writings, and to a lesser extent literary
usage, but has left the language of folklore virtually untouched. This emerges from the
folksong-texts published in this volume.

There are no dialeetal differences in Chuvash to cause difficulties of comprehension
among speakers from th; various regions. In general, two main dialect groups are distin-

guished, one being the Viryal, that is the Upper dialect, spoken by the Northern population,
the other the Anatri, the Lower, that is the Southern. The area in which Viryal is spoken
extends, by and large, to the Moscow-Kazan railway-line crossing the Chuvash Autono-
mous Republic. The Viryal dialect largely covers the area formerly inhabited by the Che-
remis as shown by toponyms. Differences between the two dialects are mainly present in
the system ofvowels; for example, Viryal o corresponds to Anatri u: ot - ut 'horse'.
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There are four reduced (more precisely, markedly short) vowels in Chuvash Viryal: a ,hgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

a , il, ű , while in Anatri il, ű were delabialized, thus coineiding with a and a . In Viryal cer-
tain Southern dialects do not use the vowel il.

As regards morphology, the most striking differences emerge-in the use of signs of the
plural. While in Viryal the plural signs -sem, viz. -sam, are added to words characterized
by a palatal, viz. velar, vowel order, for example, enesem 'cows', la sa sam 'horses', in
Anatri only -sem denotes the plural.

Stress relations differ widely in the two dialects. In Anatri, stress is placed on the last
syllable of the word. In Viryal it falls on the last full sound; or, if the word contains only

reduced sounds, it falls on the first syllable.
The rules of accentuation in the Viryal dialect hold' also for most of the Cheremis dia-

lect area, as weil as for literary usage. The trend of adoption has not as yet been clarified.
The general characteristics of ChuvashgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA> Cheremis borrowings are certainly worthy of

further consideration.
The earliest records of Chuvash originate from the eighteenth century; but the founda-

tions of modern Chuvash literary usage were laid as late as the seventies of the last century.
An outstanding role in this development was played by Y. Ya. YAKOVLEV,who estab-

Iished the rules for Chuvash orthography. The Chuvash Iiterary language is based on the
Anatri dialect, but the general rules of accentuation have been borrowed from the Viryal
dialect.

In the years after the revolution, Cheboksari (situated in the Viryal Region) became the
centre of Chuvash economic and cultural life; and, in consequence, many Viryal words
have been incorporated into Chuvash literary usage.

In our day, compulsory education, and the expanding impact of press, radio, and tele-
vision are instrumental in securing that the norms of literary usage become ever more
widespread. Our informants in the younger agebracket almost exclusively adhere to this

usage, at least as regards phonetic features.

2. The phonetic system and the method of transcription followed in this volume

As with the Cheremis, Mordvinian and the Votyak nations, Chuvash Iiteracy developed
from Russian antecedents, that is, from the Cyrill ic alphabet. Symbols for missing sounds

were formed by adding auxiliary marks to existing Cyrill ic letters, as with Chuvash and

Cheremis ji = a .
In our previous volume of Cheremis folksongs, we made use of the simplified phone-

matic transcription introduced by E. N. SETAl..A.Simplifications of this kind have been

resorted to by several of Finno-Ugrian and Samoyed scholars, and the system has been
given wide currency by a mimeographed table. [Cf. LAURl POSTI ja TERHO ITKONEN
(toim.): FU-transkription yksinkertaistaminen (On simplifying of the FU transcription).
Castrenianumin toimitteita 7. Helsinki 1973.] Although Chuvash is a Turkic language, use
of the SETALA method of transcription did not cause us any difficulty: PAASONENalso
made use of this method in his Chuvash nomenclature (Budapest, 1908); his Chuvash texts
were published using the same method of transcription (MSFOu. XCIV); and MÉsZÁRos

used it in his Chuvash folklore-collection (I, Budapest 1909; II, 1912); RASANEN also
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makes use of it when queting Chuvash words (ef. M. RASÁNEN:Versuch eines etymolo-
gischen Wörterbuchs der Türksprachen. Helsinki 1969). In any case, the systems used by
Finno-Ugrian and Turkic seholars have been markedly unified in recent years, owing to
certain phonematic ideals becoming prevalent in Finno-Ugrian linguistics. The Finno-
Ugrian method oftranscription has, accordingly, been adopted by us as weil. In this second
volume of our planned series the system is identical with that of the first volume (Cheremis
Folksongs), and the same system will be used in the next volumes.hgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

a ) Vowels

As in other Turkic languages, the law of vowel harmony operates in Chuvash also, al-
though the rule does not always hold in the case of suffixes, and is sometimes abandoned in

compounds. Accordingly, the Chuvash vowels are as follows:

Palatal i egfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAil (il) a

Velar i a u (o ) (u ) a .

Turkic seholars usually write i as d'. In his Chuvash manual, Krueger uses the symboI l, as
in Osmanli orthography. In Cyrillic Chuvash orthography, the symbol is hl. (Cf. JOIm R.

KRUEGER: Chuvash Manual. Indiana University Publications, UraIic and Altaic Series.
Bloomington 1961, 70.) ,

Reduced sounds are represented by the symbols a and a ; but the term reduced is inap-
propriate in their case, since they are not inadequately articulated sounds, but rather short-
ened sounds. In Russian topicaI literature they are called cBepXKpaTI<I-fH,that is, too much
shortened. Representing these sounds with the symbols e and ií has become fashionable in
Turkic linguistics (ef KRUEGER, ibid.; PhTF. 1); but this practice is quite unjustifiable
from the standpoint of phonetics - especially in respect of á , since this sound is a back-
formed counterpart of e, having nothing to do with a . The symbols of both sounds have
been taken over from literary orthography. (It is interesting to note that Romanian orthog-

raphy also uses the symboI ií to represent the same sound.) The Viryal dialect includes two
more labial reduced sounds: il and ű . Scholarly works in Russian used formerly to repre-
sent these by the symbols 8, o ; more recently, by e and e. In the wake of ASMARIN,
MÉSZARos also uses the symbols 8 and O . When occurring in postposition after il and U , a

is labialized (li), but this has not been taken into consideration in our publication.
In the table above, e is ranged above a . From this it may be guessed that e is a more

open vowel, standing nearer to its palatal counterpart a , than to C i, represented by e by
PAASONENand RAsÁNEN.

Only the ViryaI dialect has o. In the Anatri the sound has changed to u.

b ) Consonants

In Chuvash texts, the following consonants occur:

é, i. k , 1, m, n, p, r , S, S, S, t, v, X .
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Earlier systems of phonetic transcription were much more complex as regards the indica-
tion of palatalization of consonants.hgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAK , 1 , m, n, p , r , 1 , v, X , namely, are palatalized to a
greater or lesser degree, if they are pre- or postpositioned to a palatal vowel. In earlier
practice, this feature caused difficulties of transcription. In OUf system, palatalization is
only indicated therefore, when it does not depend on position, as in the case of ka /a t' 'he
speaks' . Consonants are not ali palatalized to the same extent, l, n, 1 being those most
strongly affected by this rule, and also r , in certain dialects.

The degree of palatalization varies aceording to dialects; for example, in Viryal k and t

are more strongly palatalized than in Anatri.

In Chuvash, the consonant é is always palatalized; accordingly, we have not used a
special sign to indicate this feature. .

Another typical phenomenon: voiceless consonants in inter-vowel position, or those
following a voiced consonant, partiyor fully assume a voiced character: la sa - la ia

'horse'. This feature again is more conspicuous in the Viryal dialect. In the Anatri dialect

the feature is less pronounced, and East of the Republic, in the Tatar environment, the

Chuvash do not observe it at all.
Long consonants are rather frequent in Chuvash. Double letters are used to indicate

these in our transcription.gfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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--~,------------------------------------------------------------

Stylistic and poetic features of the songs

It is characteristic of Chuvash folksong-construction that the allegorically described natural
scene of the first half is echoed by a concretely expressed meaning in the second half of the
stanza. For example:hgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

T he spa rks bum ing b rig h tgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAon th e w h ite s n o w

W ill n e v e r m e It a w a y in th e s u n s h in e .

T h e fa te w ritte n on o u r fo re h e a d

C a n n o t b e w a s h e d a w a y , n o t e v e n w ith w h ite soap . (3 )

And again:
H e z e tn u t-tre e , d o n 't s to o p , d o n 't s toop

B ecause o f one o r tw o h a n d fu ls o f h a z e ln u ts .

D o n 't w o rty , m y h e a d , d o n 't w eep , m y eyes ,

B ecause m y y o u th fu l d a y s a re p a s s e d .

Parallelism of this kind is wide-sp read in the folklore of the Turkic peoples, as also in
Hungarian folk poetry. Within this system, Chuvash poetry has developed certain symbols;
for instance, 'strong horse' means a young man; 'swallow', a beautiful and diligent girl;
'oak-tree', father, 'lime-tree', mother; 'dry twig', orphan or lonely person.

Stock epithets are not infrequent. The attribute blond (sa r a éa 'fair lad'; sa r xa r

'blond girl ') is perhaps the most frequent, with reference to the notion of the beautiful; in
translations it might weil be replaced by handsome or 'beautiful'. By contrast, the adjective
'black' means ugly, in Chuvash popular taste.

'Black' is also used as a stock epithet for woods (xura va rman). Many Chuvash songs
begin with this attributivc construction, and in Tatar songs also it is of frequent occurrence
- a circumstance that cannot be regarded as incidental.

'Kerchief' also occurs frequently in Chuvash songs, mainly in combination with the
epithet 'white' (although it may be qualified as 'many-coloured' or 'velvet' as well).

The horse is mostly a 'bay' (tura la sa ), but 'yellow' and 'mottied', etc. are not un-
common. As to zoological symbols, in addition to the horse a few birds (such as thrush,
swallow, and cuckoo) are significant.

Chuvash songs often begin with onomatopoetic words like éa1Jka l-éa1Jka l sever éan

'tinkling-ringing sharp-sounding bell' (177); s~ka r -s~ka r siv juXa t' 'babbling, babbling
runs the water' (222); ta vik-ta vik tamana 'tővik-tővik owl' (249); kikik-kakak xor ka jak

'kikik-kakak wild-goose' (265); va sta r -va sta r sil veret 'fresh breeze is blowing' (175), and

so on.
Alíiteration is more extensively used in Chuvash than in Cheremis folklore:

sur jur sine suna sut ja lta rka ,

xa r tse xavel paxsa ira les suk.

'T h e s p a rk s b u m in g b rig h t on th e w h ite s n o w

W ill n e v e r m e lt a w a y in th e s u n s h in e .'

(46)

(3)
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pari patti pesens. kusne xivna ...qponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

'The mush has been cooked, butter has been put on it ... 'zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(74)

an cavaltet cakes par ceppüsen ...

'Do not twitier, swallow, for your one lost young ... ' (321)

Repetition produces much the same sound-effect as alliteration; but the former may have,

in addition, the role of emphasizing certain elements of the content.

coptartam, coptartsm,

sar xarsene coptartam svarnine.

'1 was riding, 1 was riding,

Giving a ride in my coach to the pretty girls on Shrove Tuesday.' (193)

vestertem, vastartam te sur tutrsm.

'1 have thrown away, 1have thrown away my white kerchief.' (167)

Another type of repetition occurs when a noun is repeated with a different adjective:

ama/~ ta uram asIa uram.

'The street of AmalQx is a broad street.' (155)

S(a)varni Iasi tor Iasi ...

'The Shrove Tuesday horse, the bay horse ... ' (177)

s(u)paskar tuji sur tuja ...

'The stick, the white stick of Cheboksari ... ' (194)

Little has so far been written about Chuvash folk verse. What follows is intended to raise

certain related problems, rather than to solve them.

The song-texts printed together with their tunes in this volume are divided into regular

stanzas, which may be two-, three or four-lined. (Three-lined stanzas are relatively rare.)

Stanzas of five lines, such as occur here and there (Nos 346-350) cannot be regarded as

normalor typicai constructions, since the fifth melodic sections in such songs are per-

formed without words.

In the case of two-lined stanzas, often an interesting conflict between musical expres-

sion and verbal meaning can be observed. For example:

1. 1 tooked out of the window,

It seemed the sunponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAwas setting.

2. When I was married in a strange land,

It seemed my life was ended. (37)
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As to the music, two strophes are present, while the texts of these constitute a unity. Per-

haps an older musical form bs been disrupted by a more recent poetic content.

In former Chuvash publications without melodies, such as those of PAASONENandponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

MÉsZÁRos, we often meet with stanzas that exceed considerably the scope of the four-line

construction. Clearly, the reason for this has been indifference to the musical framework of

the song. Eight-line stanzas occur even in publications with music, for example, in the

song-book ofMAXIMOV (1964). A eloser look at the melody soon convinces us, however,

that two stanzaic lines correspond to one melodic section, in such cases. .

In his booklet on Chuvash foIk verse N. 1. IVANOV(1957) emphasizes the isosyllabic

character of the text-lines (p. 34). He distinguishes line-types of seven, eight, nine and ten

syllables. On the other hand, it appears from the tunes that lines with fourteen syllables

may also occur. Ivanov :,':~arated these up into two lines of seven syllables.

Let us enquire whether isosyllabism is really a basic feature. In the present volume,

scarcely a third of the songs consist of isosyllabic stanzas. More typically, differences

amounting to one or two syllables exist between lines, for example: 7, 7, 8, 7; 10, 9, 10,

10; 14, 13, 14, 14, and so on. At the same time, wide variation may occur. We are there-

fore inclined to say only that a quasi-isosyllabic tendency is manifested in Chuvash songs.

Aceording to IVANOV, rhymes in terminal position are of particular importance. He

illustrates a number of rhyme-schemes, which he regards as typicai, such as abca, aaba,
abab, aabb, aaaa (pp. 66-67). It is to be noted, however, that, almost without éxceptíon,

rhymes in Chuvash foIksongs are not real, but suffix rhymes. From the practice of parallel-

ism, it follows that consecutive lines end with the same suffixes. (This is a common phe-

nomenon in agglutinative languages.) Admittedly, the rhyme-schemes listed are all dis-

played in the present volume, but they are far from being consistent throughout agiven

song; the second stanza, for example, usually shows a different pattern. We contend there-

fore that rhyme in Chuvash folksong is more a decorative element than an organic con-

stituent of the verse.

It is of decisive importance for this question that we also find another and different

technique of versification exemplified in Chuvash folk verse (though in its non-melodic

genres). We recall GYULA MÉsZÁRos' Collection of Chuvash Folk-Poetry, the first vol-

ume of which contains relics of ancient Chuvash religion. AlI pagan prayers, charms, and

so on, therein are found to be in unrhymed, accentuated verse with no trace of isosyílabic

tendencies. Seholars generally regard this feature as characteristic of ancient Turkic verse.

"Old Turkic verse was a:~lterative verse. Initial alliteration, falling on the ictus of the tem-

poral feet (or on the beginning of syllable groups), had a rhythmic function (establishing

the metre) as weIl as a constructional function (uniting the stanza)." (STYEBLEVA1971). In

the eleventh century Islamic influence strongly modified the system of versification of old

foIk poetry in Central Asia; the older form was replaced by forms typical of Arabio-

Persian verse (ibid., p. 297).
This new type of verse provided the foundation for c1assical Tatar poetry in the Volga

Region, and to a certain extent affected folk poetry as well. In any case, the stanzaic pat-

terns of the Tatars show striking similarity to those ofthe Chuvash, both as regards sylla-

ble-number and variation in these, and the character ofrhymes (ibid., p. 297).

To alI appearance the instrusion of Arabic-Persian poetic standards, their combination

with forrner practices, and the resistance of the surviving archaic forms of verse, provide

an explanation for this pheno.nenon. The same problem demands attention not only in re-
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gard to Chuvash- Tatar relationships, but also in the domain of Cheremis and Votyak

folklore.

Earlier attempts were made to demonstrate classicai verse-features in Chuvash songs

(such as iambic scansion ef. MAxIMOVand BELAEV); but endeavours of this kind proved

fruitless and have been completely abandoned in recent decades.
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